NIGHT CRAWLERS NET PREAMBLE
CQ CQ CQ
My name is: _____________ (Name and Call Sign)
This is the Night Crawlers' Net; A service of the W4VO and WA4OKJ repeaters, the voice of the
Northwest Georgia Amateur Radio Club located in Rome, Georgia.
The purpose of this net is to encourage communications among amateur radio operators. This is a chat
net; a QSO party; a place to contact fellow hams for fun and pleasure.
If anyone becomes aware of an emergency requiring action by the Net participants, please call BREAK
and your Call sign clearly, and the Net will pause to handle that traffic as appropriate. Before check‐ins
are taken, is there any emergency or priority traffic to be handled at this time?
(Pause, read back a list of the stations with traffic, then handle as appropriate)
Hearing none; Are there any stations with announcements to be made at this time?
(Pause, read back a list of the stations with traffic, then handle as appropriate)
Again:
This is the Night Crawlers' Net.
My name is: _____________, My call is: ________________ and I will be the Net Controller for tonight.
As you check in, please give your name, call sign and QTH. List any contacts you wish to make and any
other traffic you may have for the net.
Are there any check‐ins for the net at this time? Please don't be shy!
List the check‐ins.
Handle any traffic.
Handle any business.
This is: _____________ (Name and Call Sign).
Thank you for checking in with us tonight.
It has been my pleasure serving you tonight. I hope you will return next Wednesday night at 8:00 p.m.
Eastern Time for the next edition of the Night Crawlers' Net.
This is _____________ (Call Sign) returning the W4VO and the WA4OKJ repeaters back to normal use.
This is _____________ (Call Sign) clear.

